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A substantial literature has demonstrated how the best coworkers positively affect peer productivity in

service and other organizational settings through mechanisms such as helping, production complementarities,

knowledge transfer, teaching, and social pressure. Yet there is only limited evidence on whether these peer

effects exist on another crucial and more negative operational dimension—misconduct. We argue that while

the same mechanisms driving productivity spillovers also apply to misconduct, an additional mechanism–

managerial oversight–may reduce daily correlations in misconduct among peers. We provide evidence of these

positive and negative peer effects using transaction and theft data from 83,153 servers at 1,049 restaurants

across 46 US states. Implementing both OLS and instrumental variable models, we demonstrate that al-

though servers are more likely to steal when working with peers who steal more on average, they reduce

their theft as peers steal more on a given day. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this negative correlation

in daily peer theft is higher after implementation of an IT system that increases managerial oversight by

reporting likely cases of theft to managers. Finally, we show that the positive peer effect of working with

high-theft coworkers only exists for new workers in their first five months, consistent with a broad imprint-

ing mechanism that includes knowledge transfer and norms. Our paper implies that the costs of employing

unethical workers is higher than the direct effects of their own misconduct because their misconduct spills

over into the actions of their coworkers. Yet our results also suggest that this contagion can be mitigated

by managerial oversight. So long as there is sufficient monitoring for misconduct, workers will strategically

limit such behavior in response to peers.
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1. Introduction

Performance spillovers from one worker to another are fundamental to operational performance

in service, sales, and production environments. Existing work almost uniformly shows that top

employees positively influence peer productivity in settings that include supermarkets (Mas and

Moretti 2009), restaurants (Tan and Netessine 2018), health care (Song et al. 2017), and science

(Azoulay et al. 2010, Oettl 2012).1 These positive peer effects are driven by multiple mechanisms

that include direct assistance, production complementarities, knowledge transfer, and social pro-

cesses such as peer pressure and behavioral norms.2

Although each of these mechanisms is cited in studies involving a productive behavior and out-

come, it seems likely that these same mechanisms would also apply to costly behaviors such as

theft, fraud, sabotage and shirking. Indeed, evidence from non-firm settings suggests that the mech-

anisms behind positive productivity peer effects also generate positive peer effects in misconduct.3

Athletes appear to cheat more when connected to unpunished cheaters (Palmer and Yenkey 2015,

Gould and Kaplan 2011). Similarly, crime, tax compliance, and underage drinking are positively

influenced by the behavior of peers (Bayer et al. 2009, Kremer and Levy 2008, Luttmer and Singhal

2014, Alm et al. 2017). The limited evidence from firms is consistent with these results.4 Ichino

and Maggi (2000) showed positive peer effects in shirking among automotive workers in one firm,

while Dimmock et al. (2015) found similar results in financial service career networks. What these

few studies do not address, however, is a key mechanism that is likely to moderate productivity

and misconduct peer effects—managerial oversight. Although it seems quite intuitive that working

with a generally high-theft peer might normalize and indeed enable misconduct on average, it is

important to recognize that this interaction occurs within a larger organizational context. Indeed,

a worker’s bad behavior on a given day might produce the opposite effect. If higher daily levels

of misconduct in the organization increase the likelihood of managerial detection, then high peer

misconduct might incentivize lower misconduct in the focal worker in a given timeframe. This

presents countervailing theoretical predictions about peer effects in misoconduct in operational

1 See related work on peer effects among managers and entrepreneurs (Hasan and Koning 2017, Chatterji et al. 2018).

2 Exceptions include cases where employees are incentivized to compete with or sabotage their peers (Siemsen et al.
2007, Chan et al. 2014a,b, Bandiera et al. 2005).

3 In the interest of clarity, we use the terms “positive peer effects” and “positive spillovers” in this paper to refer
to positive correlation between coworkers’ behaviors, regardless of the valence or normative goodness or badness of
that behavior. This may be thought of as amplifying of behavior across coworkers. Following this logic, “negative
peer effects” and “negative spillovers” describes negative correlation between coworkers’ behaviors, or a dampening
pattern. We refer to “productive peer effects” and “peer effects in misconduct” to describe the valence of the behavior
under examination.

4 Related laboratory experiments show how peer behavior and outcomes can influence peer cheating and other mis-
conduct (Pascual-Ezama et al. 2015, Gino et al. 2009, Gino and Pierce 2009). Also see Bandura (1965), Cialdini and
Trost (1998), and Moore and Gino (2013) for discussions of normative bad behavior.
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settings. On the one hand, being staffed on a given day with a high-theft peer might justify, nor-

malize, and enable higher individual misconduct. On the other hand, a peer’s higher misconduct

levels on a given day might incentivize a worker to reduce cheating to avoid managerial detection

and resulting punishment.

In this paper we attempt to disentangle both the positive and negative peer effects in misconduct.

We do so in an important operational setting—US casual dining restaurants (Pierce et al. 2015,

Tan and Netessine 2014, 2018, Tan and Staats 2016). These restaurants are characterized by table

service and moderate prices and account for $269 Billion of the $766 Billion US restaurant market.5

Theft is a common problem in restaurants, and although there are not precise figures available on

the magnitude of losses from theft, the National Restaurant Association estimates that employee

theft represents 4% of restaurant food costs (Sweeney and Steinhauser 2010). While theft and illicit

behavior are, by their very natures, difficult to measure, our unique setting allows us to directly

observe daily worker staffing, sales productivity, and revenue theft estimates for 83,153 servers at

1,049 restaurants from 34 chains over seven years.6 Variation in daily server staffing, and thus peer

assignment, allows us to examine whether working with high-theft coworkers (compared low-theft

ones) on a given day indeed increases a focal worker’s theft in the same way that the (positive)

productivity literature suggests it would.

We implement a specific identification strategy that derives peer effect estimates from both

OLS and instrumental variable (2SLS) methods. This strategy serves two purposes. First, the

instrumental variable method, which uses the average daily theft of the peer on days where the

two workers are not co-staffed as an IV for daily peer theft, addresses Manski (1993)’s two classic

problems with peer effect models that bias peer effect estimates : a)the reflection problem, and

b) correlation in the residual terms across peer workers in the regression analysis. Second, as we

show using simulations, the difference between OLS and IV models can shed light on the strategic

interaction between workers on a given day. These simulations show that for positive peer effect

models, OLS can only produce smaller parameter estimates than IV models if the residual terms

are strongly negatively correlated, which would imply workers are endogenously reducing their

theft on days where peers choose to steal (over their normal level). Our combined results therefore

both address two key statistical biases and also use the magnitude of the estimated bias to inform

on a key mechanism that might produce negative peer effects.

Our unbiased IV estimates show that working with generally high-theft peers increases a server’s

theft likelihood and magnitude, which is consistent with the extensive productivity peer effects

5 Maze, J. 2017. ”Restaurant sales to hit $799B in 2017” Feb 28, 2017. https://www.nrn.com/sales-trends/nra-
restaurant-sales-hit-799b-2017

6 Our data unfortunately do not allow us to measure inventory losses, which are also important components of
employee theft.
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literature and the few papers on worker misconduct spillovers. The magnitude of our coefficients

imply peer effects of 4% in theft count and 2.7% in theft from the average theft levels of coworkers.

Our significantly smaller OLS estimates indicate, however, a negative correlation in the daily

residual terms of peers in the regression models, which implies that coworkers reduce theft in

response to higher than normal peer theft on that given day. Although we cannot identify if

these correlations are due to collusion or independent adaptation to observations of peer behavior,

they are consistent with workers responding to the increased threat of detection with higher daily

restaurant losses.

We support this monitoring mechanism argument by comparing peer effect estimates in a subset

of restaurants before and after their adoption of an IT-based theft monitoring system. The system,

which notifies managers of suspiciously high clusters of possible theft-related transactions, raises

the risk that high-theft days will be investigated by management. We find that the biased OLS

estimates become smaller and the negative correlation in the residual terms becomes larger in

magnitude following monitoring adoption. This suggests that under a stronger monitoring regime,

workers are more likely to reduce theft in response to higher peer theft on a given day.

Finally, we provide evidence for the information and social norms mechanisms by examining

new employees, showing that positive theft peer effects on new employees are strongest in the first

months of employment, disappearing after the fifth month of employment. Although these results

cannot precisely separate each mechanism, they are consistent with an imprinting story of how

new employees are most vulnerable to the positive and negative influences of their environment

(Marquis and Tilcsik 2013).

Our paper contributes to four main streams of literature. First, it adds to the growing literature

on people-centric operations. A few papers have examined peer effects (Chan et al. 2014a, Tan and

Netessine 2018) or other coworker interactions (Pierce et al. 2018, Moon et al. 2018) in operation

settings, with related work studying learning from peers (Song et al. 2017, Kc et al. 2013, Chan

et al. 2014b, Siemsen et al. 2008, Yin et al. 2018, Valentine et al. 2018, Tucker et al. 2007) and the

value of staffing heterogeneity (Aksin et al. 2015, Kesavan et al. 2014, Huckman and Staats 2011)

and team experience (Huckman et al. 2009). Ours is the first to study peer effects in misconduct.

This research also contributes to work on operational losses, which include not only theft (Pierce

et al. 2015) but also broader categories of shrinkage (DeHoratius and Raman 2008, 2007).

Second, we contribute to a growing literature on behavioral misconduct and unethical behavior

in field settings. As Pierce and Snyder (2015) note, only a few papers objectively measure individual

employee misconduct in operational settings (e.g., Nagin et al. 2002, Pierce and Snyder 2008, Pierce

et al. 2015, Bennett et al. 2013, Balafoutas et al. 2013, Derfler-Rozin et al. 2016, Olken 2007). Our

paper takes a behavioral effect commonly studied in the lab (Gino et al. 2009) and demonstrates
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its generalizability to an operational setting. In this way, our paper parallels recent field work on

peer effects in other field settings such as tax compliance (Alm et al. 2017 and fraud (Edelman and

Larkin 2014)

Third, we add to a growing debate on the role and efficacy of monitoring in operational settings.

Although substantial evidence shows how monitoring and other managerial oversight can improve

compliance (Staats et al. 2016, Baker and Hubbard 2004) and reduce misconduct (Nagin et al.

2002, Pierce et al. 2015), other work explains that such monitoring can have negative effects to

motivation and performance (Bernstein 2012, 2017, Anteby and Chan 2018, Ranganathan and

Benson 2017). Our work suggests that the effects of managerial monitoring can extend beyond the

monitored worker to coworkers by reducing the magnitude of peer effects.

Finally, we add to a large empirical literature on peer effects in firms (Herbst and Mas 2015) with

two contributions. Our paper identifies misconduct peer effects in an operational setting. Many

studies have studied productivity spillovers in operational settings, and a few others have studied

misconduct spillovers, but our service operations setting for misconduct spillovers is unique. This

is important because as our results show, the direct managerial oversight provides an additional

mechanism that counters the positive mechanisms widely demonstrated in prior work and in our

paper. Second, this study makes a methodological contribution, demonstrating that the use of both

biased OLS and unbiased IV methods can do more than correct for reflection problems—they can

also inform on collusion and other strategic interactions between peers on a given day.

2. Empirical Setting

The industry context for this study is a labor-intensive service operation—–the US casual dining

restaurant segment. Some examples of restaurants in this segment (not necessarily in our sam-

ple) include restaurants such as Applebee’s, Buca di Beppo, Johnny Rocket’s, and Red Robin.

Customers of restaurants in this segment receive table service from wait staff, and these waiters

typically serve as order-takers, food deliverers, and cashiers.

Staffing in our setting almost always involves more than one server in a given shift. Ninety-four

percent of shifts in our sample involve two or more workers. In informal interviews conducted

for this research with front-line service employees at casual dining restaurants, servers report a

high degree of interaction with other waiters and service staff. Each server with whom we spoke

expressed, in one way or another, the inevitability of interacting socially, financially, and even

sometimes romantically with other members of the staff. These interactions occur at choke points

such as cash register terminals and order windows, and also occur in kitchen areas, in employee

meetings, and after closing.

6 See related work on social networks and misconduct (Yenkey 2015, 2018, Aven 2015, Cohen et al. 2010.
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Theft by servers and others in this segment is a significant problem, although its precise mag-

nitude is unknown. The National Restaurant Association estimates that employee theft represents

4% of restaurant food costs (Sweeney and Steinhauser 2010). This figure likely comes from unap-

proved “comped” meals given for free to customers and through employee consumption of food

and beverages. A small number of studies have examined restaurant employee theft. Victor et al.

(1993) used survey-based data on peer reporting of theft in fast-food restaurants but were unable

to observe it directly. Detert et al. (2007) found employee food theft to be associated with store-

level characteristics, such as number of managers and abusiveness of managerial supervision. Pierce

et al. (2015) utilized a subsample of the data in the present paper with the first large-scale study of

direct observations of individual theft. In that (and this) paper, the identification of employee theft

is based on servers not reporting the sale of an item or by removing an item from the restaurant’s

IT system after customers have paid.

Although there are many ways in which restaurant employees may steal, we focus on three types

that are observable in the operating data generated by restaurants’ point-of-sales (POS) systems.

Restaurants in our sample are managed using a common POS system that tracks orders, sales,

and job category for each employee. When a customer places an order or a “ticket” with a server,

that server enters the information into a touch-screen terminal. Order information is stored in the

system’s database and is passed to a display in the kitchen. After the customer pays and leaves,

the server closes out the ticket.

The three POS-based “scams” in our data are common in the industry, even appearing in how-to

tell-all books about theft (Francis and DeGlinkta 2004), and are observed using theft detection

algorithms provided by the POS system provider. The first type is called the “wagon wheel scam”

in which, following customer payment, the server transfers an item from that bill in the POS

system to another customer’s bill who has ordered the same item. That bill is reprinted after the

customer leaves and the server keeps the difference by taking cash from the terminal. The wagon

wheel can be applied to cash and credit card transactions, with the latter achieved by increasing

the tip amount by the transferred amount to maintain the total credit card bill. The second theft

technique involves “comping,” or refunding a customer’s meal in the system after they have already

paid but before the ticket has been closed. The third involves voiding a transaction as erroneous

after the customer has already paid. When cash is paid, the server keeps all or part of the payment

rather than depositing it in the terminal. For credit card transactions, the server takes cash from

the terminal as a fraudulent tip. The level of flexibility in the POS system that allows for these

types of theft is common in the industry and is meant to allow servers and managers to adjust

for entry errors and changes in customer orders. The detection of this type of theft under normal
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circumstances falls to the manager, acting as the restaurant owner’s agent. Considerable effort

would need to be applied in order to detect, investigate, and take action over this type of theft.

The data were obtained from an IT firm that sold POS systems to 34 restaurant chains with

1,049 locations. The IT system stored information about, among other things, menu items or-

dered, times of events, payment types, tip amounts, server identifiers, and an indicator for a like

theft having occurred in a given transaction. Theft monitoring was an add-on feature sold to the

restaurant chains, costing less than $100 per month per location. Theft was detected using a set

of proprietary algorithms, and subscribers were provided with theft alerts identifying individual

employees who were likely to have stolen as well as the specific dates and amounts for these thefts.

The algorithms were constructed with a strong bias against finding a theft event because false pos-

itives (accusations) in this context are thought to be very costly. Consequently, our measurements

of theft are substantially smaller than actual theft levels in the restaurant, although we have no

reason to believe this under-measurement is biased. Importantly, we are able to observe in the

data these theft events regardless of whether or not the restaurant has adopted the IT monitoring

system by applying the provider’s theft detection algorithms. Interviews with restaurant managers

indicated that their use and response to the monitoring system varied, although most indicated

that they intervened when theft was repeated or substantial.

The particular structure of worker assignment to customers is helpful in identifying the manage-

rial oversight mechanism because servers are quasi-randomly assigned to customers in ways that

reduce concerns that certain workers choose customers that facilitate theft. As Tan and Netessine

(2014) and Tan and Staats (2016) detail, servers in this segment are assigned an area of tables,

with customers then matched to those tables through either specific rules or algorithms or by hosts

at the front door. Similarly, the fact that customers do not directly suffer from server theft reduces

concerns that customer monitoring might explain any peer effects in theft. In the ”wagon wheel”

scam, where servers transfer drinks in the IT system, customers still receive the ordered drink and

pay for it. Similarly, in falsely “comped” or voided tickets, the customer is unaware of the action

because they still pay for and receive their food.

3. Data and Descriptive Statistics

The dataset for this study contains transaction and theft data aggregated to the worker-day level.

Thus constructed, it contains 5,731,806 observations, covering 83,153 servers working in 1,049

restaurants that belong to 34 chains over an approximately 7 year period. Figure 1 presents all

locations for the lower 48 states (excluding Hawaii and Alaska), with larger circles representing

larger location counts in a given city. Typically, each restaurant will have a daily staffing schedule

in which servers are assigned to different shifts throughout each day. For each server, we observe
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Figure 1 Location Map for 1,049 Restaurants

Note: Each dot reflects all restaurants in a specific city, with larger circle size reflecting more unique restaurants.

Alaska and Hawaii not shown.

Table 1 Dataset Description

Number of Restaurants 1,049
Number of Chains 34
Number of Employees 83,153
Unique Restaurant-Days 806,541
Number of Employee-Day Observation 5,731,806
Years of Observations 2006-2013

the shift’s start and end times. For each shift, we also know the sales revenue associated with the

server’s transactions. Table 1 reports some summary statistics of the data.

Panel (B) of Figure 2 shows the distribution of our restaurants across the 34 chains, which range

from single locations to four large national chains that constitute the majority of our observations.

Panels (C) and (D) show the distribution of servers and revenues across restaurants in a given day.

Our worker-day panel is unbalanced at both the worker and restaurant level for several reasons.

First, workers rarely stay at a given restaurant location for the entire time that location appears

in the data. Second, restaurants appear in our data only for the period in which they are using

the POS system, such that later adopters enter our dataset at different points. We note that all

of our models include dummy variables that control for time periods as well as unique identifiers

for each individual worker (and thus for each restaurant). These dummies mitigate most potential

concerns around an unbalanced panel. Panel (A) of Figure 2 presents the number of restaurants

by year in our data.
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Figure 2 Descriptive Distributions for 1,049 Restaurants

Note: Figures show descriptive data on the restaurants in our sample.

Turnover is high in our restaurant setting, with the mean worker observable on only 69 days.

Table 3 shows the distribution of total tenure (in days) for the 83,153 servers in our data.

3.1. Theft Activities

We use two measures of daily server theft: total theft count and total theft amount. We also observe

the manager who is likely to monitor the server as well as whether the theft-notification alerts are

being sent to that restaurant. We know the exact date for each observation, which allows us to

construct time variables including year, week and day-of-week indicators.

In Figure 4, we show the distribution of theft activities at the restaurant location level. Panels (A)

and (B) represent the distributions of total theft count and total theft amount across restaurants,

respectively. Panels (C) and (D) represent the distributions of theft count and theft amount in
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Figure 3 Tenure in Days for 83,153 Servers

Note: Figure presents kernel density plots for the distribution of total days worked for all servers in the dataset.

each day. There is a high degree of variation across restaurants, and the distributions are heavily

right-skewed. The figures suggest that, for most restaurants, identified theft is rare in any given

day (the average daily theft count is 0.5) and of low value ($9.80 per day). As described above,

these figures significantly understate levels of theft, as they are constructed to be very conservative

in generating theft alerts. Panel (E), however, presents the distribution of the percentage of servers

identified to have stolen at least once in the data. Fifty-six percent of servers in a restaurant have

committed identifiable theft at least once in the sample. In combination, the figures suggest that

although the majority of servers have stolen, they do not do so (at detectable levels) on a daily

basis.

Figure 5 further presents the distributions of theft activities at the server level that are consistent

with the observations in Figure 1. Panels (A) and (B) show that, over their employment tenure,

the average number of observed thefts by an individual server is about 10 and the total stolen

amount is about $160, implying that the average amount involved in each observed theft is about

$16. On a daily basis, however, there is only a 16% chance that a server steals, and the average

amount is just $1.67 per server (see Panels (C) and (D)).

The right skewedness in Figure 5 also shows that some servers steal with high frequency. For

example, about 1.1% of servers stole more than 50 times in the data, and 1.8% have stolen more

than $400. Different factors could contribute to the total theft behavior of those servers. First,

there may be variation in underlying willingness to steal based on individual differences in moral
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Figure 4 Theft Activities at the Restaurant Level

Note: Figure presents kernel density plots for the distribution of theft by individual restaurant location.

or ethical codes, cognitive ability, or skill at theft (Pierce and Snyder 2015, Bandura 2014). Second,

the individual details of particular restaurant chains and locations may influence the opportunity

for theft. For instance, restaurants that have more drink items on the menu may be more prone

to theft. Also, shift timing may affect theft behavior. Customers may be more likely to order

drinks on weekends, leading to a situation in which servers working on weekend shifts have more

opportunities to steal. For each of these reasons, our identification strategy will require controlling

for observable differences in staffing schedules. Finally, and of primary interest in this study, theft

may also be influenced by the average identity of coworkers.

3.2. Shift Overlaps with Peer Employees

To identify peer effects in theft, we exploit variation in daily staffing schedules—a crucial element

in manufacturing and service operations (Green et al. 2013, Batt et al. 2017). If a server were
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Figure 5 Theft Activities at the Server Level

Note: Figure presents kernel density plots for the distribution of theft by individual servers.

always to work with the same peers over time, we could not identify peer effects because of the

impossibility of separating each server’s permanent theft level through a fixed effect. As most

restaurants in our data are open for long hours and have large numbers of employees, each server

is assigned to shifts that vary in work hours and days over the sample period. This, in fact, is what

generates the variation necessary for our empirical analysis.

We first construct for each server the percentage of working days, measured by the total number

of working days of an individual server divided by the total number of open days of the restaurant

at which the server works. Figure 6 shows that, on average, the percentage of working days per

server is only 8%. Very few servers are observed working for the same restaurant over the whole

sample period,7 which reflects the high employee turnover rate in the restaurant industry. The low

percentage suggests that it is common for a server to be in the same shift with new workers. This

regularity is responsible for the (useful for measurement purposes) temporal variation in the pool

of peers across working days.

Even though the pool of peers varies over time, a stronger identification criterion is that each

server work over time with different pools of peer workers who are currently employed by the

7 Although it is very likely that some servers work in two different restaurants in the sample period, we are not able
to identify those employees—server identifiers are numerical and specific to restaurants.
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restaurant. The logic is this—if variation in peers for a given server were to come only from the

employing restaurant’s new hires, then the server would otherwise work with the same set of peers

and we would be concerned with a significant selection issue (i.e. who is hired and dismissed by the

restaurant and who is assigned to work with the server on a fixed basis) that could affect inference

of a peer effect. To test whether the stronger criterion applies to the data, we further construct a

measure to quantify the degree of overlap in working schedules between each pair of servers, on the

condition that both are currently working for the same restaurant, using the following procedure.

We first calculate the schedule set, Schedulei, for each server i. This includes all the shifts in which

the server is observed to work in the data. We then select all other servers who are also working for

the restaurant during the same time period. For another server j, we then construct the variable

Overlapij which is calculated as

Overlapij =
|Schedulei ∩Schedulej|

|Schedulei|
(1)

where | · | denotes the number of elements in a set, and the numerator represents the number of

overlapping shifts. If there is no variation in the daily staffing schedule, the overlapping measure

will be 1 for servers always working in the same shift and 0 for other servers. The distribution of

the overlapping shifts is shown in Figure 7. The average is only 20% across all worker pairs. In

other words, on average, each server only overlaps with other current servers in the restaurant in

20% of shifts, indicating a high degree of variation in shift assignment.

4. Empirical Model and Its Estimation

We build a peer effect model to investigate how a server’s theft is affected by the theft type of peers

who work in the same shift. There is of course risk of endogeneity in model estimation here. To

address the endogeneity problem, we use an instrument variables (IV) approach in the estimation.

We will later discuss in detail the validity of the instruments for peer theft, and use a simulation

study to demonstrate the sources of estimation bias when ignoring the endogeneity problem, and

how the problem can be solved by the proposed method.

4.1. The Base Peer Effects Model

We model how an individual server’s theft is influenced by peer theft type in the following way:

Yit = βY−it +αi + γit + εit (2)

The dependent variable Yit is the theft by server i on day t. We use the number of times the

server steals (theft count) and the amount of money the server steals (theft amount) to measure the

extent of the theft on that day. To deal with the highly right skewed distribution of both measures
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Figure 6 Percentage of Working Days Per Server Distribution

Note: Figure presents kernel density plot of the percentage of total days that a given server works at a given restaurant.

This indicates that there is substantial variation in employees across time.

Figure 7 Percentage of Overlapping Shift Distribution

Note: Figure presents kernel density plot of the percentage of overlapping shifts for all pairs of coworkers in the data.

This indicates substantial variation in coworkers for a given server.

observed in data, we employ a logarithmic transformation. That is, Yit = log(TheftCountit + 1) or

Yit = log(TheftAmountit + 1). We add 1 inside the parentheses because there are many zeros for

both theft count and theft amount in the sample.
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The independent variables include the average theft of coworkers and a set of control variables.

Included is αi, a fixed effect for individual servers (there are altogether 83,153 fixed effects), which

controls for the server’s intrinsic preference or ability for theft. In addition, we use a vector of

fixed effects, γit, to control for factors that can have macro impacts on employee behaviors. These

include a fixed effect for each week, each day of the week (e.g. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday), each

year, each manager who oversees the restaurant during the shift, and the presence of the theft

monitoring technology.8

The variable Y−it represents the collective theft activity of peer workers. We use the theft count

or theft amount averaged across peers as the measure. That is, let Pit denote the set of peers for

server i on day t, such that the peer theft activities are

Y−it =
Σj∈Pit

Yj

|Pit|
(3)

where |Pit| is the count of the peer set. Note that Y−it captures the actual theft behaviors of peer

workers on day t, instead of whether peer workers have a higher theft type (e.g., higher preference or

ability to steal). We use this specification because each individual server’s theft patterns fluctuate

greatly across shifts. The coefficient for Y−it, β, represents the effect of peer workers’ actual theft

behaviors on the focal server’s theft. Finally, εit is the unobserved residual term.

4.2. Endogeneity Issues

In estimating the peer effect coefficient β, OLS suffers from a classic endogeneity problem. That is,

the unobserved residual term can be correlated with the actual theft behaviors of peers, Y−it. In

such cases, the OLS estimate will be biased and inconsistent. This endogeneity problem can come

from two major sources. The first is the classical reflection problem (Manski 1993). Suppose the

true β is positive. If εit is positive, then other workers’ theft behaviors will be increase through

a peer effect, thus causing an increase in Y−it over time. Therefore εit and Y−it will be positively

correlated.

The second source of endogeneity is that the unobservable ε’s can be correlated across peers.

For example, there may exist some common unobserved factors that will simultaneously influence

the theft behaviors of all servers (e.g. there are unexpectedly large number of customers coming

into the restaurant, thus making it easier for all servers to steal). Suppose the correlation in εs is

positive. The residual term εit will also be positively correlated with Y−it.

8 We use linear regression instead of other non-linear (e.g. ordered Probit or Logit) models that may fit better with
the discrete theft observations in our data because of the large number of fixed effects. Estimating a non-linear model
(and controlling for the endogeneity issue that we will discuss below) with close to 100K model parameters is not
practical for our computing resources.
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Finally, another potential source of endogeneity, well-known in the peer effects literature, comes

from the potential non-random shift assignment for servers, which is similar to the challenge of

endogenous network formation (Jackson 2005. As an example, if a server of high theft tendency

selects or is selected to always work with peers with high-theft peers, OLS regressions will infer

a positive peer effect. This should be less of a concern in our analysis, however, because we have

included the fixed effect αi of every server in equation (2). If the server continuously has a high

likelihood of stealing, it should be picked up by the high estimate of αi. The residual εit represents

the deviation from the average theft level of the server. Even though the shift assignments are not

random, αi may correlate with Y−it, but the residual should not.

In order to investigate how and in what direction the OLS estimates are biased, we use a Monte

Carlo study to examine the two potential sources of endogeneity. To simplify the simulation, we

use the following peer effect model that only includes the actual theft behaviors of peer workers in

the shift:

Yit = αi +βY−it + εit (4)

In the simulation, we set the true value of β to be 0.3, and assume the residual term εit to be

normally distributed with variance equal to 1. We simulate 100 servers, with each one’s fixed effect

αi drawn from a log-normal distribution with variance equal to 0.25. We then simulate 1,000 shifts,

each shift with 3 to 10 individual workers who are randomly drawn from the pool of servers. We

then simulate εit for each individual in every shift. To investigate how the correlation of ε’s will

bias the OLS estimates, we assume the following scenarios: in Scenario 1, ε’s are independent from

one another; in Scenario 2, ’s are positively correlated, with covariance equal to 0.15. Finally, in

Scenario 3 ε’s are negatively correlated with covariance equal to -0.15. With the simulated data,

we then run OLS regressions. Table 2 reports the OLS estimates in the second row under the three

scenarios.

Under the assumption of independent ε’s in Scenario 1, the second source of endogeneity does

not exist, and the bias should come only from the reflection problem. As the true peer effect β

is positive, Table 2 shows that OLS will overestimate the peer effect by 56%, consistent with our

discussion above.

When the ε’s are positively correlated in Scenario 2, OLS will overestimate the peer effect even

more. Table 2 shows that the estimate is about 1.1 times higher than the true peer effect. This

is because, compared with the case with independent ε’s , the residual term has a higher positive

correlation with Y−it in this scenario. However, when the ε’s are negatively correlated in Scenario

3, Table 2 shows that OLS actually underestimates the true peer effect. Given that the reflection
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Table 2 Monte Carlo Study Results

Model Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

OLS 0.47(0.02) 0.66(0.01) -0.23(0.03)
IV 0.30(0.03) 0.306(0.03) 0.298(0.04)

Note: Table presents peer effect coefficients for regressions from 10,000 simulated datasets, where the true param-

eter is 0.3 and the covariance is either 0.15 (Scenario 1), 0 (Scenario 2), or 0.15 (Scenario 3). Standard errors are

presented in parentheses. IV estimates are unbiased, while OLS bias depends on covariance.

problem in this scenario will bias the peer effect upward, the result implies that the negative

correlation in the ε’s will lead to a downward bias for the OLS estimates, and that the extent of

the downward bias can dominate the upward bias due to the reflection problem.

To test the robustness of the above results, we simulate the above three scenarios 10,000 times.

Figure 8 graphically illustrates the kernel density of the OLS estimates corresponding to each

scenario (see the red region in the diagrams). Compared with the true peer effect, which is repre-

sented by the dotted line set at 0.3, the figure shows that in Scenario 1 (Panel A) and Scenario 2

(Panel B), the distribution of the simulated OLS estimates never overlaps with the true peer effect,

demonstrating the extent of the upward bias. In scenario 3 (diagram C), the negative correlation

in residuals offsets the upward bias and the true β falls in the distribution of the bootstrapped

OLS estimates. The median of the estimates, however, is below the true β, suggesting a downward

bias in the estimates.

We further investigate how the downward bias of the OLS estimates is caused by the negative

correlation of the ε’s. We conduct a series of simulations by varying the magnitude of the covariance

from -0.5 to -0.1. The true value of β is fixed at 0.3 in the series of simulations. Figure 9 reports

the fitted curve of the OLS estimate as the correlation varies (the grey area represents the 95-

percent confidence intervals), clearly suggesting that, as the correlation becomes more negative,

the downward bias of the OLS estimate becomes more severe.

4.3. IV Estimation

To tackle the endogeneity issue, we use instruments for Y−it. We exploit variation in restaurant

shift assignments across time to construct valid instruments. We start by constructing instruments

for the theft of peer worker j, Yjt. To satisfy the conditions for valid instruments, we need a variable

not correlated with εit (i.e. the exclusion restriction) but that has a non-trivial correlation with

Yjt (i.e. the relevance restriction). Then for each worker, we identify workers in other shifts who

satisfy the following two criteria: first, the worker does not work in the same shifts with the focal

server i. This is because, if i and j work together in another shift s, the reflection problem implies

that εis will correlate with Yjs and, if εis and εit are serially correlated, Yjs will be correlated with

εit. Second, we further impose that shift s be at least two weeks before or after shift t. This is
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Figure 8 Monte Carlo Study Bootstrapping Results

Figure shows results from 10,000 simulations for each of three types of residual correlations among coworkers: none,

positive, and negative. Figure indicates that OLS coefficients can only be smaller than IV if residuals are negatively

correlated.

because, assuming εit and εjt are correlated and further εjt and εjs are serially correlated, Yjs will

still be correlated with εit even though j and i are not in the same shift s. By imposing shift s to

be at least two weeks away from t, the serial correlation will be minimized and thus can satisfy the

exclusion restriction.9

Next, we take the average of j’s theft in all of the shifts that meet the above criteria. That is,

9 To further test the validity of the instruments, we vary the length of the time window to construct different IVs
in the empirical estimation. This is in principle equivalent to the over-specification model test. We find very similar
estimated peer effects.
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Figure 9 Negative Correlation & OLS Bias

Figure shows how the OLS estimate becomes more downwardly biased as the negative covariance in peer residuals

increases. Estimates are generated from simulations where the true parameter is 0.3.

Ŷ it
j =

Σk∈Obsitj
Yk

|Obsitj |
(5)

where |Obsitj | is the number of shifts that meet the criteria. Finally, we take the average of Ŷ it
j

for all of the peers working with the focal server as the instrument for Y−it in equation (2).

Ŷ−it =
Σj∈Pit

Ŷ it
j

|Pit|
(6)

The large variation in the daily staffing schedule provides an instrument for most of the obser-

vations (70%). For those observations for which we cannot find IVs satisfying either of the above

criteria, we drop them in the regression analysis. To be a valid instrument, the instrument must be

correlated with the endogenous variable (i.e. relevance restriction). Conceptually, as Ŷ it
j in equation

(5) is correlated with Yjt (assuming the heterogeneity of αi across workers is not equal to zero),

the instrument Ŷ−it in equation (6) is also correlated with Y−it in equation (2), thus satisfying the
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condition. We test this condition in the data after constructing the IVs. The correlation between

Ŷ−it and Y−it is 0.25 when we use theft count as the dependent variable, and the correlation is 0.59

when using theft amount as the dependent variable.

We use the simulated data from the Monte Carlo study described in the previous sub-section to

estimate the model, using the instrument constructed from equations (5) and (6). We first check

the validity conditions. We find that, in Scenario 1 (ε′s are independent), cor(Y−i, Ŷ−i) is 0.61

and cor(Ŷ−i, εi) is merely 0.001. In Scenario 2 (ε′s are positively correlated), cor(Y−i, Ŷ−i) is 0.48

and cor(Ŷ−i, εi) is 0.002. In Scenario 3 (ε′s are negatively correlated), cor(Y−i, Ŷ−i) is 0.65 and

cor(Ŷ−i, εi) is -0.001. Therefore, we conclude that the constructed variables are valid instruments in

the study. We run the regression using the Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) method. The estimated

peer effects of all scenarios are reported in Table 2 (see the third row). In each of the scenarios,

the estimated β is very close to 0.3, demonstrating that the proposed IV method can recover the

true parameter value. Finally, we test the robustness of the results by bootstrapping the above

three scenarios 1,000 times. The kernel density of the IV estimates corresponding to each scenario

is shown in Figure 8 (see the blue region in the diagrams). All of the estimates are very close to

0.3, with the median exactly equal to 0.3, in each of the scenarios.

5. Regression Results & Analysis

In this section, we provide summary tables of the regression models, with standard errors clustered

at the restaurant-shift level.10 We report the F test statistic of the excluded instrument in the

first stage of all IV models. We run Hausman tests to compare the OLS and IV regression for

the average peer effect model, where the null hypothesis is that both OLS and IV estimators are

consistent. The Hausman test statistics and p value are reported in each regression table.11

5.1. Average Peer Effects

We run peer effect regressions on theft count and theft amount, presenting the results in Table 3.

As discussed in the IV estimation section, we drop all observations for which we cannot find an IV

satisfying the exclusion restriction, restricting our regression sample to 71% of total observations in

our dataset. We find positive and significant peer effect coefficients in both theft count and amount

in our unbiased IV models in columns (2) and (4), with the coefficient in column (2) implying a 4%

spillover of theft count to peers, such that a doubling of theft count for a coworker would increase

the likelihood of theft for each peer by 4%. Similarly, column (4) implies a 2.7% spillover. The

OLS regression coefficients in columns (1) and (3), however, are downwardly biased from the IV

regression coefficients. If the only source of endogeneity were the reflection problem, under positive

10 See Appendix for models with clustering at the restaurant level.

11 Significance level ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001,∗ ∗ p < 0.01,∗p < 0.05, .p < 0.1 for all statistics in this paper.
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Table 3 Average Peer Effect in Theft

DV:Server Theft Count DV:Server Theft Amount
OLS IV OLS IV

Avg Peer Theft Count -0.01∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗

(0.002) (0.015)
Avg Peer Theft Amount 0.007∗∗∗ 0.027∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.003)
Individual fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manager fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*week fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*weekday fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*IT monitoring fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 4,058,783 4,058,783 4,058,783 4,058,783
R2 0.182 0.125 0.241 0.240
1st Stage F Statistics 1,396∗∗∗ 14,260∗∗∗

Difference in estimate 0.05 0.02
Hausman Test Statistics 10.14∗∗∗ 86.4∗∗∗

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

peer effects, OLS estimates would be larger in magnitude than IV coefficients (as demonstrated in

our simulation). The reverse direction of the bias reflects the second source of endogeneity through

a negative correlation in daily error terms. From the Hausman test presented, we can reject the

null hypothesis for peer effects in theft count and theft amount that both OLS and IV estimator

are consistent. This difference in coefficients across the two models implies that although working

with a high-theft peer increases coworker theft, those coworkers decrease theft on days where the

peer steals high amounts.

5.2. Peer Effect Based on Employee Tenure

Evidence from studies on productivity peer effects shows that new workers are the most likely to be

influenced by peers (e.g., Chan et al. 2014b). To investigate whether peer effects differ in magnitude

for peers with different experience, we look at new employees to the restaurant by separately

estimating peer effects in 30-day time windows using our IV model. We identify start date based

on the first observation of each restaurant and employee in the dataset. If the first observation

of a employee is at least 30 days later than the first observation of the restaurant, we define the

employee as a new employee so as to avoid left truncation. We examine the number of days between

two consecutive observations of an employee and find that over 99% of the observations are smaller

than 14 days (two weeks), indicating employees seldom take a break from work for more than 2

weeks before returning. In our dataset, 84% of employees are defined as new employees. The number

of observations we use for peer effect regressions on new employees is 71% of the observations we

use for average peer effect regressions.
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Table 4 Peer Effects in Theft Count by Month for New Employees

1st Month 2nd Month 3rd Month 4th Month 5th Month 6th or More Months

Avg Peer Theft Count 0.125∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗ 0.121∗∗ 0.120∗ 0.032
(0.02) (0.03) (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) (0.05)

Individual fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manager fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*week fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*weekday fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*IT monitoring fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 985,136 569,481 365,177 247,899 169,968 305,492
R2 0.154 0.192 0.225 0.257 0.280 0.201

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Table 5 Peer Effects in Theft Amount By Month for New Employees

1st Month 2nd Month 3rd Month 4th Month 5th Month 6th or More Months

Avg Peer Theft Amount 0.048∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ 0.027 -0.004
(0.006) (0.008) (0.01) (0.015) (0.02) (0.01)

Individual fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manager fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*week fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*weekday fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*IT monitoring fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 985,136 569,481 365,177 247,899 169,968 305,492
R2 0.201 0.232 0.269 0.315 0.35 0.33

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

The regression results for the 30-day interval models are in Tables 4 and 5. In models predicting

theft count, peer effect estimates are stable and statistically significant for the first five months

of employment. The estimate for employees with over six or more months is approximately one

quarter the size of the others and imprecise, which suggests peer effects in theft count do not

apply to the most experienced workers. Theft amount regressions show similar results, although

with a reduced and statistically insignificant coefficient in the fifth month as well. Collectively,

these models suggest support the idea that new employees are the most vulnerable to the norms

and behavior of their peers. We caution, however, that experience at a given restaurant does not

necessarily reflect overall experience as a server, which likely biases against us finding differences

in our models. We also note that since attrition is endogenous, meaning that those who stay

over five months are different in many ways from those that leave earlier, we cannot confidently

attribute these differences to only experience at the restaurant. They may also reflect some other

unobservable individual characteristics correlated with both propensity to be influenced and tenure.
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Table 6 Peer Effect Before/After Theft Monitoring System Implementation

DV:Server Theft Count DV:Server Theft Amount
Before After Before After

OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV OLS IV

Avg Peer Theft Count -0.014∗∗ 0.0028 -0.018∗∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.005) (0.01) (0.002)
Avg Peer Theft Amount -0.003∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.005) (0.127) (0.005)
Individual fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manager fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*week fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*weekday fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 718,409 718,409 3,082,061 3,082,061 718,409 718,409 3,082,061 3,082,061
R2 0.164 0.215 0.095 0.105 0.284 0.371 0.274 0.193
Difference in estimates 0.017 0.092 0.033 0.035
Hausman Test Statistics 0.75 23.7∗∗∗ 45.3∗∗∗ 61.2∗∗∗

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

5.3. Peer Effect Before/After IT Theft Monitoring Implementation

To examine whether managerial oversight explains the negative correlation in same-day peer theft,

we estimate peer effects before and after restaurants implement an IT monitoring system that

increases the risk of detection (and likely punishment) for theft. If indeed managers are more likely

to intervene when observing high theft levels in a restaurant on a given day, this could explain

servers reducing theft when their peers steal more. To test this, we separately run regressions

before and after the IT theft monitoring system implementation and compare the bias of OLS from

IV regression. In this regression model, we must drop all observations of restaurants that never

implemented the monitoring system, necessarily dropping an additional 7% of the observations.

The results, shown in Table 6, show that the downward bias in the OLS coefficient estimates is even

larger after the introduction of the monitoring system, which suggests that increased managerial

oversight is increasing same-day responses to the actions of peers. This supports the idea that

monitoring and oversight constrain total theft in the organization, forcing employees to strategically

respond to the misconduct of coworkers.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper provides the first evidence that peer effects in worker misconduct are more complex

than the productivity spillovers identified in studies from operations, economics, and management.

Our service operations setting shows that although high-theft peers indeed encourage more theft

in their coworkers, this effect is likely mitigated by negative same-day correlations in peer theft

from managerial oversight and monitoring. Restaurant servers steal more on average when staffed

alongside high-theft coworkers, but they also appear to respond strategically to daily fluctuations
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in the theft levels of those peers who steal. When a coworker steals more on a given day, peers

reduce their own theft, possibly as a response to the increased risk of managerial detection. These

unique dynamics are identifiable because our simulations show that the difference between OLS

and instrumental variable models reflects the same day correlation in worker theft. Our monitor-

ing explanation is supported by the increased size of this difference following adoption of an IT

monitoring system that raises the risk of theft detection.

What are the implications of our findings? First, we confirm that peer effects in misconduct

are important in the same ways as the productivity peer effects well-established in prior work.

Few studies have shown this in employees (Ichino and Maggi 2000, Dimmock et al. 2015), with

none we are aware of at the scale or level of detail as the present study. This field evidence in

a service operations setting is important because it validates long-held beliefs in the behavioral

ethics literature that “bad apples” have much broader effects on the organization than their own

unethical outcomes (Gino et al. 2009, Kish-Gephart et al. 2010, Trevino and Youngblood 1990,

Moore and Gino 2013). We note that the organizational costs of bad apples may be even greater if

peer effects dynamically increase coworker misconduct traits through learning processes or changes

in norms.

Second, our results suggest that managerial oversight not only reduces average misconduct levels

(e.g., Pierce et al. 2015, Nagin et al. 2002), but also can constrain daily escalation in bad behavior

among peer workers. Oversight such as monitoring changes the calculus for employees because

it positively ties the risk of detection to the misconduct of peers. In settings where low levels of

misconduct are acceptable but higher ones expose the firm to substantial risk of loss, the effects

that we identify may shorten periods of peak misconduct, instead smoothing these costly behaviors

across time.

Third, we provide further evidence that new employees are particularly vulnerable to the norms

and behaviors of their coworkers. Firms must consider carefully with whom to staff new workers,

given the potential of peers to shape worker behavior. These results also support the importance of

successfully onboarding new workers both through formal training and mentoring processes (Cable

et al. 2013).

Fourth, we provide an important methodological contribution by demonstrating how the biases

in standard OLS peer effect models can be used to reveal strategic interactions among coworkers

in a given shift or day. Although scholars have long understand the importance of correcting for

these biases (Manski 1993), our simulations show that magnitude and direction of the biases can

also reveal mechanisms that shape peer interactions.

We acknowledge that we are unable to precisely separate the many mechanisms through which

workers misconduct influences the behavior of their peers. These mechanisms, which include social
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pressure, shame, helping, coordination, knowledge transfer, and others are well established in prior

work on productivity, but we have no way to differentiate them in our particular setting. Our

evidence on new workers provides perhaps the best attempt at this, but there are reasons to believe

new workers would be most strongly influenced by all of these.

One challenge of our large-scale operational setting is that it is not a randomized experiment.

Consequently, although the setting is important and generalizable, we are unable to control either

the hiring process or the staffing decisions. As we note earlier, because our regressions control

for the identities of focal and peer workers, these are unlikely to present major biases in our

estimation. The one concern would be if managers were strategically staffing workers based on

both their average theft levels and their vulnerability to peer influence. Unlike in productivity

studies, however, this bias would work against our results. Endogenous staffing presents problem

for productivity peer effect models because managers might strategically staff the best workers

with those most likely to benefit from these star coworkers—thereby biasing estimates upward. If

such endogenous staffing is present in our study, managers would instead likely staff the highest

theft employees with those who are least likely to be influenced—biasing our estimates downward.

So if anything, our estimates would be smaller than the true effect.

Finally, we emphasize that the magnitude of our effects have significant implications for firms

seeking to reduce misconduct among teams of workers. Our coefficients imply spillovers of between

2.5% and 4%, which although smaller than prior estimates of productivity peer effects (Herbst and

Mas 2015), are still important in low-margin industries such as our restaurant setting. One weakness

in interpreting our estimate magnitudes is that our theft measures represent only a small portion

of the likely theft occurring in these restaurants because the data provider’s forensic algorithms

are necessarily conservative. Furthermore, our data cannot detect an equally if not more important

type of theft occurring in parallel—inventory theft. Yet if our peer effect estimates apply equally

to these hidden types of theft, as well as to other important types of misconduct in service settings

such as sexual harassment and abuse, then a 4% increase in peer misconduct can have considerably

implications for organizations.

How can managers apply our results to operations management? The first clear and important

implication is that “bad apples” with high misconduct are even more costly than their individ-

ual behavior. They also propagate a culture of misconduct, increasing the bad behavior of those

around them. Managers must recognize that removing such high-misconduct workers from the or-

ganization is of paramount importance, and their continued employment cannot be justified by

their contributions being greater than their individual bad behavior. Second, our results emphasize

the importance of matching new or other easily-influenced workers with those whose contributing

and prosocial behavior will generate productive peer effects rather than those of misconduct. If
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high-misconduct employees cannot be separated from the organization, isolating them can also

potentially mitigate the peer effects in misconduct observed in this paper.
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Appendix

A. Clustered Standard Errors at Restaurant Level

Table A.1 Peer Effects in Theft With Alternative Clustering

DV:Server Theft Count DV:Server Theft Amount
OLS IV OLS IV

Avg Peer Theft Count -0.01∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗

(0.0018,0.0021) (0.015,0.019)
Avg Peer Theft Amount 0.007∗∗∗ 0.027∗∗∗

(0.001,0.0015) (0.003,0.007)
Individual fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manager fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*week fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*weekday fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Restaurant*IT monitoring fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 4058783 4058783 4058783 4058783
R2 0.182 0.125 0.241 0.240
1st Stage F Statistics 1396∗∗∗ 14260∗∗∗

Difference in estimate 0.05 0.02
Hausman Test Statistics 10.14∗∗∗ 86.4∗∗∗

Note:Standard errors are presented in parentheses. The first number represents standard error clustered at

restaurant shift level. The second number represents standard error clustered at restaurant level. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

B. Peer Effects in Productivity

To measure productivity peer effects in our setting, we ran our OLS and IV models on employee tip amount,

sales revenue, drink sales, and add-on sales. Tip amount is a measure of service quality, since customers have

wide discretion on how much to tip servers for a given meal. In practice, however, variance is low for tip

amount. Drink sales represent a significant portion of restaurant profit, since they have very low marginal

cost and thus high margins. Add-on sales are also important for restaurants because of their high margins.

Consequently, each of these four measures represents a different dimension of employee performance that

might impact operational performance. Since not all restaurants in the dataset recorded drink sales, tipping,

and add-on sales, we must drop these restaurants in the regressions.

Table B.2 Descriptive Statistics of Variables in Regression

Variable Focal Server Avg Peer

Tipping Mean 4.0 4.1
Tipping SD 17.8 9.3
Revenue Mean 43.2 43.1
Renenue SD 204.0 101.5
Drink Sales Means 8.3 8.8
Drink Sales SD 10.6 8.3
Add-on Sales Mean 7.0 7.4
Add-on Sales SD 8.6 7.1

Note: Descriptive statistics for productivity measures for both dependent variable (Focal Server) and instrumental

variable (Avg Peer).
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Table B.3 Average Peer Effects in Tipping

DV:Server Tip
OLS IV

Avg Peer Tip 0.008 0.03
(0.03) (0.08)

Observations 4058783 4058783
R2 0.190 0.188
1st Stage F Statistics 45.13∗∗∗

Difference in Estimate 0.022
Hausman Test Statistics 2.2

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Table B.4 Average Peer Effect in Revenue

DV:Server Revenue
OLS IV

Avg Peer Revenue 0.048 0.059
(0.05) (0.06)

Observations 4058783 4058783
R2 0.207 0.206
1st Stage F Statistics 59.62∗∗∗

Difference in Estimate 0.011
Hausman Test Statistics 0.14

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-day level, are presented in parentheses. Significance level:∗p<0.1;

∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

The OLS and IV regression results are shown in Tables B.3, B.4, B.6, and B.5, with standard errors

clustered at the restaurant-day level. In each case, estimated peer effects are positive, although only add-on

and drink sales are statistically significant at the 5% level. Given that add-on and drink sales represent the

most important components of profit margins for restaurants, these positive peer effects are important for

operational performance and are consistent with results from Tan and Netessine (2018).

We also note that the OLS estimates are not significantly smaller than IV estimates, as was the case with

our theft peer effects models. This is consistent with the idea that the large negative same-day correlations in

theft among coworkers might reflect strategic responses to managerial oversight. Productivity is encouraged

and not something that must be hidden from management, such that we would not expect much smaller

OLS parameters than IV ones. We caution, however, that without strictly larger OLS estimates, we cannot

definitively argue against negative same-day correlations in errors, and emphasize that the insignificant

Hausman tests may reflect two countervailing biases that produce indistinguishable coefficients.
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Table B.5 Average Peer Effect in Add-on Sales

DV:Server Add-on Sales
OLS IV

Avg Peer Add-on Sales 0.20∗∗∗ 0.169∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.029)

Observations 3769578 3769578
R2 0.652 0.647
1st Stage F Statistics 151.3∗∗∗

Difference in Estimate -0.031
Hausman Test Statistics 1.17

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Table B.6 Average Peer Effect in Drink Sales

DV:Server Drink Sales
OLS IV

Avg Peer Drink Sales 0.20∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.04)

Observations 3769578 3769578
R2 0.558 0.556
1st Stage F Statistics 280.4∗∗∗

Difference in Estimate -0.01
Hausman Test Statistics 0.08

Note:Standard errors, clustered at the restaurant-shift level, are presented in parentheses. Significance

level:∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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